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Abstract
Based on a quarterly sample during 2003.Q1-2015.Q1, this paper finds that Austria’s aggregate output is
positively affected by the lagged German or U.S. output, the real oil price and labor productivity and is
negatively influenced by real effective exchange rate appreciation, the real lending rate, central government debt
as a percent of GDP and the expected inflation rate. Hence, a rising oil price would not harm aggregate output,
and recent depreciation of the euro would be beneficial to aggregate output.
Keywords: exchange rates, government debt, productivity, foreign income, oil prices
1. Introduction
There are strengths and weaknesses in Austria’s economy. The inflation rate of 1.5% in 2014 was below the 2%
inflation target. The respective interest rates of 2.29% and 4.93% in 2014 for household consumption and house
purchase were considered reasonable and affordable. The 5.6% unemployment rate in 2014 suggests that the
labor market condition was much better than most of the other EU countries. The 2.75% central government
budget deficit as a percent of GDP in 2014 met the criterion of the Maastricht treaty. However, the annual
economic growth rate of 0.4% in 2014 was below the average long-term growth rate. The 84.2% general
government public debt as a percent of GDP in 2014 was higher than the 60% criterion of the Maastricht treaty.
Trade deficit has improved as it changed from -8.439 billion euro in 2012 to 1.741 billion euro in 2014. The
stock market has not recovered from the global financial crisis as the ATX index declined 50.7% from a high of
4859.72 in June 2007 to 2396.02 in December 2015 (The Oesterreichische Nationalbank, 2016).
Recently several external and internal developments may affect business and economic activities in Austria. The
exchange rate measured as units of the US. Dollar per euro declined 30.91% from a high of 1.5768 in July 2008
to a low of 1.0894 on January 18, 2016. Although exchange rate depreciation would help the exporting sector,
the domestic economy may face potential issues such as higher import prices and inflation. World oil prices have
been on the decline since June 2014. Whether declining oil prices would be beneficial to the Austrian economy
remains to be seen. On the one hand, cheaper gasoline prices may cause consumers to spend more on other items,
and cheaper energy costs would reduce production costs, lower the price level, and raise aggregate output. On
the other hand, Austria has a diversified energy generation portfolio, it is increasingly energy self-sufficient, and
aggressively promotes the production of energy from renewable resources (World Energy Council, 2015).
Therefore, the country may not be affected significantly by oil price changes. Internally, the government's
priorities in public finance policies have likely been shifted by recent political changes. At the beginning of
January 2007, Austria government changed from a coalition government between the center-right Austrian
People's Party and the conservative-right Freedom Party of Austria to a grand coalition government formed by
the center-left Social Democratic Party of Austria and the center-right Austrian People's Party. The grand
coalition government was reelected in 2008 and 2013 (Bundeskanzleramt Oesterreich, 2016). This paper
attempts to examine the impacts of several global and domestic business and economic factors on Austria’s
aggregate output. In addition to the above-mentioned global factors, the real interest rate, labor productivity,
fiscal policy, etc. will be considered.
2. Model
Based on aggregate demand and aggregate supply analysis, the reduced form of the equilibrium aggregate output
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is given by:
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Y = equilibrium aggregate output in Austria,
EX = the real effective exchange rate (An increase means appreciation of the euro.),
WY = foreign income
OP = real oil price
IR = the real interest rate
PD = labor productivity
DY = central government debt as a percent of aggregate output

 e = the expected inflation rate
We expect that aggregate output has a positive relationship with foreign income, labor productivity, a negative
relationship with the real interest rate and the expected inflation rate, and an unclear relationship with the real
exchange rate, the real oil price, and government debt as a percent of aggregate output.
A higher world income is likely to benefit Austria’s economy due to more exports to other countries. A higher
labor productivity increases short-run aggregate supply at the given level of the inflation rate. A higher real
interest rate expects to reduce borrowing by consumers and businesses and private spending. A higher expected
inflation rate reduces short-run aggregate supply at the given level of the inflation rate.
Exchange rate depreciation tends to increase exports and shift aggregate demand to the right and tends to
increase import costs and shift aggregate supply to the left. Hence, its net impact on aggregate output may be
positive, negative or neutral. Gylfason and Risager (1984) show that devaluation is contractionary in six of eight
developing countries and expansionary in four of seven developed countries. Kalyoncu, Artan, Tezekici, and
Ozturk (2008) study the impact of real exchange rate depreciation on output for 23 OECD countries including
Austria. The results vary with countries and differ in the short and long run. In the short run, exchange rate
depreciation has a positive effect on output for Hungary and Switzerland and a negative impact on output for
Finland, Germany and Turkey, and a neutral effect for the other 18 remaining countries. In the long run,
exchange rate depreciation has a positive impact on output for Finland, Germany and Sweden and a negative
impact on output for Austria, Hungary, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland and Turkey. Kim (2015) find that
devaluation is more likely to be expansionary in six selected developed countries whereas devaluation tends to
be contractionary in seven selected developing countries.
High volatility of oil prices creates uncertainty, which tends to increase saving and reduce investment spending
(Guo & Kliesen, 2005). High oil prices have indirect effects of changing consumption patterns, disturbing
resource allocations, and increasing unemployment (Hamilton, 2005). Supply-driven oil price increases in the
1970s led to recessions whereas demand-driven oil price increases in recent years may affect economic activities
differently in the short run and long run (Hamilton, 1996; Segal, 2011). Kilian (2008b) shows that a higher oil
price due to aggregate demand shocks results in a positive effect on real GDP initially and a negative effect on
real GDP in the long run. However, Austria's increasing energy self-sufficiency may shield the country's
economy from the effects commonly associated with oil price fluctuations (World Economic Council, 2015).
Recent political changes in Austria may have shifted government spending policies. An increase in government
debt as a percent of aggregate output may or may not affect aggregate output. If the debt is below certain
threshold level and used to improve infrastructures, the impact of the debt may be positive. The Ricardian
equivalence hypothesis (Barro, 1974, 1989) suggests that debt-financed government spending has a neutral effect
on aggregate output whereas Feldstein (1976) and Buchanan (1976) hold a different view. Cebula (1997), Cebula
and Cuellar (2010), Cebula (2014a, 2014b), and Cebula, Angjellari-Dajci, and Foley (2014) indicate that
deficit-financed government spending raises the real interest rate and may reduce spending in the private sector.
3. Results
The data were collected from the International Financial Statistics published by the IMF. Aggregate output is
represented by real gross domestic product (GDP) measured in billions of the euro. The real effective exchange
rate is a trade-weighted exchange rate, and an increase means real appreciation of the euro. Hence, an increase in
the real exchange rate means real depreciation of the euro. Foreign income is represented by the lagged real GDP
in Germany as Austria’s economy is likely to respond to Germany’s economy with a lag. The real GDP of
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Germany may have a more direct effect on Austria aggregate output. Germany is Austria main trading partner.
30 % of Austria exports go to Germany vs. 6 % to the USA; 40 % of Austria's imports come from Germany vs.
4 % from the USA (Kompetenzzentrum Forschungsschwerpunkt Internationale Wirtschaft, 2016). The real oil
price is derived from the average world oil price per barrel measured in the euro and adjusted for the consumer
price index in Austria. The real interest rate is equal to the nominal lending rate for 5-year to 10-year loans minus
the expected inflation rate where the expected inflation rate is the average inflation rate of the past four quarters.
The inflation rate is measured by the percent change in the consumer price index. Labor productivity is
represented by real GDP per employee and measured in thousands of the euro. Central government debt is
measured as a percent of nominal GDP. Except for the real lending rate and the expected inflation with negative
values before or after transformation to the log scale, other variables are measured in the log scale in order to
reduce the multicollinearity problem. The sample ranges from 2003.Q1 to 2015.Q1 and has 49 observations.
Earlier data for the lending rate are not available before 2003.Q1.
The estimated regression and related statistics are reported in Table 1. Approximately 95.35% of the variation in
aggregate output can be explained by the seven explanatory variables. All the estimated coefficients are
significant at the 1% or 5% level. Aggregate output is negatively associated with the real effective exchange rate,
the real lending rate, central government debt as a percent of GDP and the expected inflation rate and is
positively affected by the lagged German output, the real oil price and labor productivity.
The negative significant coefficient of the real effective exchange rate suggests that the negative impacts of real
appreciation are greater than the positive impacts of real appreciation. If the lagged German real GDP rises 1%,
Austria’s real GDP would increase 0.2436%.
Table 1. Estimated regression of aggregate output in Austria
Dependent variable: Log(aggregate output)

Coefficient

z-Statistic

Intercept

2.1713

39.7269

Log(real effective exchange rate)

-0.4435

-11.1569

Log(lagged German real output)

0.2436

5.2677

Log(real oil price)

0.0353

7.2109

Real lending rate

-0.0116

-6.2493

Log(productivity)

0.9007

14.5099

Log(debt/GDP ratio)

-0.0640

-2.0960

Expected inflation rate

-0.0155

-6.4187

R-squared

0.9535

Adjusted R-squared

0.9413

F-statistic

77.9578

MAPE

1.0194%

Methodology

EGARCH

Sample period

2003.Q1 – 2015.Q1

Sample size

49

All the coefficients are significant at the 1% level. EGARCH is the exponential GARCH model.
A higher real oil price would raise aggregate output. A higher real lending rate would reduce aggregate output
because of a higher cost of borrowing for consumers and businesses. A 1% increase in labor productivity is
expected to raise aggregate output by 0.9007%. A 1% increase in the debt/GDP ratio would reduce aggregate
output by 0.0640%, suggesting that fiscal policy may need to be more prudent.
Several other versions have been considered. When the lagged U.S. output replaces the lagged German output,
the coefficient is estimated to be 0.1826 and is significant at the 5% level. Other results are similar. When both
the lagged U.S. and German real GDP are included in the regression, the positive coefficient of the lagged U.S.
real GDP is significant at the 1% level whereas the positive coefficient of the lagged German real GDP is
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insignificant at the 10% level due to a high degree of multicollinearity.
4. Discussion
We have examined the impacts of the global and domestic business and economic factors on aggregate output in
Austria. Depreciation of the real effective exchange rate, more U.S. or German output, a higher real oil price, a
lower real lending rate, a higher labor productivity, a lower government debt/GDP ratio or a lower expected
inflation rate would increase aggregate output. The relatively high value of R-squared and low forecast error
suggest that the model can capture most of the change in aggregate output.
Some global factors such as the euro exchange rate, the world oil price and the U.S. or German output are
beyond Austria’s control. However, the Austrian government may need to take measures to increase labor
productivity such as enhancing IT related education and promotion of IT usage in enterprises, reducing the
regulatory burden for small businesses, and supporting alternative means of financing for entrepreneurs (e.g.
venture capital). The government may also need to exercise fiscal prudence, lower the real interest rate to
encourage households and businesses to increase spending, and reduce inflation expectations. Additionally,
Austria's government may also need to more aggressively generate domestic support for the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (T-TIP) as a means to diversify the country's trade and investment beyond the
European Union and to reduce its economic and political dependence on Germany.
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